
PART IIIPART III-- TERMINATION:TERMINATION:
8. Free of Vitiating Elements8. Free of Vitiating Elements

Failure to Create Valid ContractFailure to Create Valid Contract

•• Mistake:Mistake:
–– Law, Fact, Non est factum, Unilateral and Mutual mistakeLaw, Fact, Non est factum, Unilateral and Mutual mistake

•• MisrepresentationMisrepresentation
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•• MisrepresentationMisrepresentation
–– Innocent, Fraudulent, NegligentInnocent, Fraudulent, Negligent

•• Undue InfluenceUndue Influence

•• DuressDuress



MistakeMistake

•• One or both parties formed erroneousOne or both parties formed erroneous
opinion as to identity of subject matter oropinion as to identity of subject matter or
important termimportant term

•• Does not express their true intentionsDoes not express their true intentions

•• Types of Mistake:Types of Mistake:
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•• Types of Mistake:Types of Mistake:
•• Mistake of lawMistake of law –– no reliefno relief

•• Mistake of factMistake of fact -- may get reliefmay get relief

•• Non est factumNon est factum –– not of my doingnot of my doing

•• Unilateral and Mutual mistakeUnilateral and Mutual mistake



Mistake of FactMistake of Fact

•• Court may provide reliefCourt may provide relief

–– Mistake as to subject matter of contractMistake as to subject matter of contract

•• General ruleGeneral rule -- contractcontract is voidis void

–– Mistake as to identity of the PartyMistake as to identity of the Party
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–– Mistake as to identity of the PartyMistake as to identity of the Party

•• Depends if the identity of the person is an essentialDepends if the identity of the person is an essential
element of the agreementelement of the agreement

•• If essential may not be enforceableIf essential may not be enforceable

•• If not essentialIf not essential –– it will be enforceableit will be enforceable



Mistake of FactMistake of Fact

•• Non Est Factum:Non Est Factum:

–– Defense that may allow illiterate/infirmDefense that may allow illiterate/infirm
persons to avoid liability on a writtenpersons to avoid liability on a written
agreement if:agreement if:
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agreement if:agreement if:

•• Establish that they were not aware of the trueEstablish that they were not aware of the true
nature of the document; andnature of the document; and

•• Were not careless in executionWere not careless in execution

–– Applies only to type of agreement beingApplies only to type of agreement being
signed not to the terms of the agreementsigned not to the terms of the agreement



Unilateral and Mutual MistakeUnilateral and Mutual Mistake

•• Unilateral Mistake:Unilateral Mistake:

–– A mistake by one party to the agreementA mistake by one party to the agreement

•• Mutual Mistake:Mutual Mistake:

–– Both parties have made mistakenBoth parties have made mistaken
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–– Both parties have made mistakenBoth parties have made mistaken
assumptions as to the subject matterassumptions as to the subject matter

•• Can be same mistake or different mistakesCan be same mistake or different mistakes

–– Courts will not enforce agreements when theCourts will not enforce agreements when the
other party is aware of the mistake beingother party is aware of the mistake being
mademade



Mutual MistakeMutual Mistake

•• Rules:Rules:

–– If both parties make the same mistake:If both parties make the same mistake:

•• as to subject matter then the contract isas to subject matter then the contract is
unenforceableunenforceable
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unenforceableunenforceable

•• As to identity of the partiesAs to identity of the parties
–– Deal with on a case by case basisDeal with on a case by case basis

–– RectificationRectification

•• Correction of a mistake that would have renderedCorrection of a mistake that would have rendered
the agreement impossible to performthe agreement impossible to perform



MisrepresentationMisrepresentation

•• Characteristics:Characteristics:
–– A statement or conductA statement or conduct

–– Induces the other party to enter into theInduces the other party to enter into the
contractcontract
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–– Must be a material matterMust be a material matter

–– Must be a statement of fact and not opinionMust be a statement of fact and not opinion
•• Exception: expert opinionException: expert opinion

–– Statement made before contract entered intoStatement made before contract entered into



MisrepresentationMisrepresentation

•• Result of misrepresentation:Result of misrepresentation:

–– Voidable at the option of the injured partyVoidable at the option of the injured party

–– Must rescind or lose the right if acceptMust rescind or lose the right if accept
benefits under the contractbenefits under the contract
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benefits under the contractbenefits under the contract

•• RescissionRescission

–– The revocation of a contract or agreementThe revocation of a contract or agreement



MisrepresentationMisrepresentation

•• 3 Types3 Types

–– TypeType RemedyRemedy

–– InnocentInnocent rescission onlyrescission only

–– FraudulentFraudulent rescissionrescission and damagesand damages
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–– FraudulentFraudulent rescissionrescission and damagesand damages

–– NegligentNegligent rescission and damagesrescission and damages

Remedy depends on type of misrepresentationRemedy depends on type of misrepresentation



Fraudulent MisrepresentationFraudulent Misrepresentation

•• Fraudulent Misrepresentation:Fraudulent Misrepresentation:

–– False statement of fact made by a personFalse statement of fact made by a person
who knows or should know that it is false andwho knows or should know that it is false and
made with the intention of deceiving anothermade with the intention of deceiving another
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made with the intention of deceiving anothermade with the intention of deceiving another

•• TortTort –– Deceit:Deceit:

–– Arises when a party suffers damage by actingArises when a party suffers damage by acting
upon a false representation made by a partyupon a false representation made by a party
with the intention of deceiving the otherwith the intention of deceiving the other



Misrepresentation byMisrepresentation by
NonNon--DisclosureDisclosure

•• General rule:General rule:

–– No obligation to discloseNo obligation to disclose

–– Exception:Exception:

•• Certain types of relationships or contractsCertain types of relationships or contracts
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•• Certain types of relationships or contractsCertain types of relationships or contracts

•• Contracts of utmost good faithContracts of utmost good faith
–– Insurance, Partnership (fiduciary obligation), special trustInsurance, Partnership (fiduciary obligation), special trust

or confidence between the partiesor confidence between the parties

•• Partial disclosure of facts has effect of renderingPartial disclosure of facts has effect of rendering
the part disclosed as falsethe part disclosed as false



Negligent MisrepresentationNegligent Misrepresentation

•• Negligence:Negligence:

–– Newer form of misrepresentationNewer form of misrepresentation

–– Statements that are sufficiently reckless butStatements that are sufficiently reckless but
not quite fraudulentnot quite fraudulent
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not quite fraudulentnot quite fraudulent



Undue InfluenceUndue Influence

•• Undue Influence:Undue Influence:

–– A state of affairs whereby a person is so influencedA state of affairs whereby a person is so influenced
by another that the person’s judgment is not his or herby another that the person’s judgment is not his or her
ownown

•• Not in a fair bargaining positionNot in a fair bargaining position
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•• Not in a fair bargaining positionNot in a fair bargaining position

•• 2 Scenarios:2 Scenarios:

–– Special Relationship existsSpecial Relationship exists (trustee/beneficiary)(trustee/beneficiary)

–– Special Relationship does not existSpecial Relationship does not exist

•• Onus on dominant party to prove otherwiseOnus on dominant party to prove otherwise



Undue InfluenceUndue Influence

•• No undue influence ifNo undue influence if
•• Agreement was fair and reasonable in theAgreement was fair and reasonable in the

circumstancescircumstances

•• Full disclosure is made prior to the formation ofFull disclosure is made prior to the formation of
contractcontract
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contractcontract

•• Weaker party free to seek independent legalWeaker party free to seek independent legal
adviceadvice

•• Contract is voidable at option of weakerContract is voidable at option of weaker
partyparty



DuressDuress

•• Threat of injuring or imprisonment for theThreat of injuring or imprisonment for the
purpose of requiring another to enter into apurpose of requiring another to enter into a
contract or carry out some actcontract or carry out some act

•• Threat can be to person directly or to person’sThreat can be to person directly or to person’s
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•• Threat can be to person directly or to person’sThreat can be to person directly or to person’s
family (or a close relative)family (or a close relative)

•• Contract is voidable at option of person once theyContract is voidable at option of person once they
come out from under duresscome out from under duress

•• Threat to person and not person’s goodsThreat to person and not person’s goods



DischargeDischarge

•• PerformancePerformance

–– Tender of paymentTender of payment

–– Tender of performanceTender of performance

•• DischargeDischarge
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•• DischargeDischarge

–– TerminationTermination

–– External eventsExternal events

•• Express termsExpress terms

•• Implied termsImplied terms



PerformancePerformance

•• DoneDone according to terms of contractaccording to terms of contract
•• Must be exact and preciseMust be exact and precise for dischargefor discharge

•• Anything less is a breachAnything less is a breach

•• Act of performing a contract or the offer ofAct of performing a contract or the offer of
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•• Act of performing a contract or the offer ofAct of performing a contract or the offer of
payment of money due under a contractpayment of money due under a contract

•• Tender of PaymentTender of Payment -- when money paid at time andwhen money paid at time and
place requiredplace required

•• Legal tenderLegal tender
–– Cannot be refused if tendered by buyerCannot be refused if tendered by buyer

–– Seller can refuse credit card, check, bill of exchangeSeller can refuse credit card, check, bill of exchange



TenderTender

•• Debt:Debt:

–– If proper tender of payment is made andIf proper tender of payment is made and
refused by creditor, interest stops runningrefused by creditor, interest stops running

–– Debtor need not attempt to pay againDebtor need not attempt to pay again
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•• Tender of Performance of an Act:Tender of Performance of an Act:

–– Must deliver goods to proper place at properMust deliver goods to proper place at proper
timetime

–– If refusal by buyer seller need not tender againIf refusal by buyer seller need not tender again



Discharge by Other MeansDischarge by Other Means

•• Termination as a Right:Termination as a Right:

–– Option to terminate by one party giving noticeOption to terminate by one party giving notice
to the otherto the other

•• Contract provides for a termination rightContract provides for a termination right
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•• Contract provides for a termination rightContract provides for a termination right

•• If done improperly may be liable for damages forIf done improperly may be liable for damages for
improper terminationimproper termination



DischargeDischarge -- ExternalExternal EventsEvents

•• Express Terms:Express Terms:

–– Occurrence of an event specified in contractOccurrence of an event specified in contract

–– Condition SubsequentCondition Subsequent

•• Alters the rights or duties of the parties to aAlters the rights or duties of the parties to a
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•• Alters the rights or duties of the parties to aAlters the rights or duties of the parties to a
contract, or that may have the effect of terminatingcontract, or that may have the effect of terminating
the contract if condition should occurthe contract if condition should occur

–– Force Majeure:Force Majeure:

•• Occurrence of major unforeseen event thatOccurrence of major unforeseen event that
prevents the performance of a contract or causesprevents the performance of a contract or causes
damage to propertydamage to property



DischargeDischarge -- ExternalExternal EventsEvents

•• Implied Terms:Implied Terms:

–– Occurrence of an event that by custom of theOccurrence of an event that by custom of the
trade would normally result in exemption fromtrade would normally result in exemption from
liabilityliability
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liabilityliability

•• Condition subsequent are implied by the courtsCondition subsequent are implied by the courts
–– Example: common carriersExample: common carriers



DischargeDischarge -- ExternalExternal EventsEvents

•• Frustration:Frustration:

–– Performance by a party is renderedPerformance by a party is rendered
impossible due to an unforeseen orimpossible due to an unforeseen or
unexpected change in circumstancesunexpected change in circumstances
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unexpected change in circumstancesunexpected change in circumstances

–– Results in the contract being dischargedResults in the contract being discharged

–– Should be inserted into the agreementShould be inserted into the agreement

•• SelfSelf--Induced Frustration:Induced Frustration:

–– Doing something to avoid a contractDoing something to avoid a contract

•• Loss lies with the partiesLoss lies with the parties



Frustrated Contracts ActFrustrated Contracts Act

•• Allows:Allows:
–– Court to apportion loss equitably between theCourt to apportion loss equitably between the

partiesparties

–– Recovery of deposits and/or advancesRecovery of deposits and/or advances
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–– Retention of funds to cover expenses whenRetention of funds to cover expenses when
only part performance has occurredonly part performance has occurred

•• Some provinces have FrustratedSome provinces have Frustrated
Contracts Act, others are subject to theContracts Act, others are subject to the
Common lawCommon law



DischargeDischarge -- ConditionCondition PrecedentPrecedent

•• A condition that must be satisfiedA condition that must be satisfied beforebefore aa
contract may come into effectcontract may come into effect

–– Contract prepared and signed, onlyContract prepared and signed, only
performance is postponedperformance is postponed
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performance is postponedperformance is postponed

–– Discharged if condition not metDischarged if condition not met

–– Inserted for the benefit of the one party, notInserted for the benefit of the one party, not
bothboth



DischargeDischarge -- OperationOperation of Lawof Law

•• Discharged by operation:Discharged by operation:

–– Enemy statesEnemy states

–– Specific legislationSpecific legislation

•• BankruptcyBankruptcy
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•• BankruptcyBankruptcy

•• Bills of Exchange ActBills of Exchange Act

–– Doctrine of LachesDoctrine of Laches

–– Statutory LimitationsStatutory Limitations

–– MergersMergers



Discharge by AgreementDischarge by Agreement

•• Waiver:Waiver:
–– Express or implied renunciation of a right orExpress or implied renunciation of a right or

claimclaim
•• Consideration if neither party has fully performedConsideration if neither party has fully performed
•• If one party fully performed but the other has not,If one party fully performed but the other has not,
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•• If one party fully performed but the other has not,If one party fully performed but the other has not,
performed party may waive rights to performanceperformed party may waive rights to performance

•• Novation:Novation:

–– Mutual agreement to amend the terms orMutual agreement to amend the terms or
parties to an existing agreementparties to an existing agreement



Discharge by AgreementDischarge by Agreement

•• Material Alteration:Material Alteration:

–– Major alteration of an agreement that has theMajor alteration of an agreement that has the
effect of discharging the contract andeffect of discharging the contract and
replacing it with anotherreplacing it with another
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replacing it with anotherreplacing it with another

•• Substitute Agreement:Substitute Agreement:

–– Substitution may effect the dischargeSubstitution may effect the discharge



Discharge by AgreementDischarge by Agreement

•• Breach of Contract:Breach of Contract:
•• Failure of a party to perform a contract accordingFailure of a party to perform a contract according

to its termsto its terms

•• One party may have right to discharge agreementOne party may have right to discharge agreement

–– Express repudiationExpress repudiation
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–– Express repudiationExpress repudiation

–– Implied repudiationImplied repudiation

–– Fundamental BreachFundamental Breach

•• WarrantyWarranty

•• ConditionCondition



BreachBreach of Contractof Contract

•• Breach:Breach:

–– Party has right to Damages, Rescission or BothParty has right to Damages, Rescission or Both

•• Repudiation:Repudiation:

–– A refusal to perform a contractA refusal to perform a contract
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–– A refusal to perform a contractA refusal to perform a contract

–– Can be express or impliedCan be express or implied

•• Condition:Condition:
–– An essential term of a contractAn essential term of a contract

•• Breach allows the other party to end the contractBreach allows the other party to end the contract



Breach of ContractBreach of Contract

•• Anticipatory BreachAnticipatory Breach
–– Advance determination that a party will notAdvance determination that a party will not

perform at the time for performanceperform at the time for performance
•• May end the contract or continue with the contractMay end the contract or continue with the contract

–– If continue one takes the chance the contractIf continue one takes the chance the contract
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–– If continue one takes the chance the contractIf continue one takes the chance the contract
may be discharged in another way in themay be discharged in another way in the
interiminterim



Breach of ContractBreach of Contract

•• RepudiationRepudiation
•• If partial performance can only rescind ifIf partial performance can only rescind if

repudiation goes to root of contractrepudiation goes to root of contract

•• Doctrine of Substantial PerformanceDoctrine of Substantial Performance
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•• Doctrine of Substantial PerformanceDoctrine of Substantial Performance
•• Cannot rescind a contract if it has beenCannot rescind a contract if it has been

substantially performedsubstantially performed

•• Subsidiary PromiseSubsidiary Promise
•• Warranties where a sale of goods is concernedWarranties where a sale of goods is concerned

•• Allow for damages but not rescissionAllow for damages but not rescission



Breach of ContractBreach of Contract

•• Implied RepudiationImplied Repudiation-- inferring can be riskyinferring can be risky

–– Not expressly repudiated but throughNot expressly repudiated but through
statements or conductstatements or conduct

–– Inadequate performance over a period of timeInadequate performance over a period of time
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–– Inadequate performance over a period of timeInadequate performance over a period of time
may be implied repudiationmay be implied repudiation

•• Fundamental BreachFundamental Breach

–– Breach that goes to the root of the contractBreach that goes to the root of the contract

–– Allows injured party to rescind contract andAllows injured party to rescind contract and
sue for damagessue for damages



Exemption ClausesExemption Clauses

•• Construed strictly against the party whoConstrued strictly against the party who
inserted them (especially in standard forminserted them (especially in standard form
marketplace contracts)marketplace contracts)

•• Allows parties to avoid exemption clausesAllows parties to avoid exemption clauses
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•• Allows parties to avoid exemption clausesAllows parties to avoid exemption clauses

•• Depends on the construction/ wording ofDepends on the construction/ wording of
the contractthe contract



Breach of WarrantyBreach of Warranty

•• Warranty:Warranty:

–– In a sale of goods, a minor term in a contract,In a sale of goods, a minor term in a contract,
the breach of which allows one to sue forthe breach of which allows one to sue for
damages but not rescissiondamages but not rescission
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damages but not rescissiondamages but not rescission

–– Conditions may become warrantiesConditions may become warranties



RemediesRemedies -- CompensationCompensation

•• Right of injured party to sue forRight of injured party to sue for
compensation for the loss sufferedcompensation for the loss suffered

–– Loss or injury must be provenLoss or injury must be proven

–– Courts attempt to place party into positionCourts attempt to place party into position
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–– Courts attempt to place party into positionCourts attempt to place party into position
would have been had the contract beenwould have been had the contract been
performed i.e. original positionperformed i.e. original position

–– Can take the form of monetary damages,Can take the form of monetary damages,
specific performance, or quantum meruitspecific performance, or quantum meruit



RemediesRemedies -- DamagesDamages

•• General Damages:General Damages:

–– Restitution for losses naturally expected fromRestitution for losses naturally expected from
a breach of contracta breach of contract

•• Put party into position they would have been hadPut party into position they would have been had
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•• Put party into position they would have been hadPut party into position they would have been had
the contract been performedthe contract been performed

•• Represents compensation for lossesRepresents compensation for losses

•• Losses must flow naturally from the breach canLosses must flow naturally from the breach can
cannot be too remotecannot be too remote



RemediesRemedies -- DamagesDamages

•• Special Damages:Special Damages:
–– Specific damages that would flow from aSpecific damages that would flow from a

breach of contractbreach of contract
•• Do not arise naturally or generally from the normalDo not arise naturally or generally from the normal

course of events following such a breachcourse of events following such a breach
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course of events following such a breachcourse of events following such a breach

•• Punitive Damages:Punitive Damages:
–– Not compensation but punishment whenNot compensation but punishment when

actions were deceitful, malicious or offensiveactions were deceitful, malicious or offensive



Extent of LossExtent of Loss

•• Contemplation Test:Contemplation Test:
–– Reasonable foreseeabilityReasonable foreseeability
–– Recoverable Damages that the parties mayRecoverable Damages that the parties may

reasonably contemplate as flowing fromreasonably contemplate as flowing from
breachbreach
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breachbreach

•• Special Circumstances:Special Circumstances:
–– Any loss that might occur from specialAny loss that might occur from special

circumstances relating to the contract thatcircumstances relating to the contract that
parties might reasonably be expected toparties might reasonably be expected to
contemplate at the time the contract is madecontemplate at the time the contract is made



RemediesRemedies -- MitigationMitigation

•• Obligation of an injured party to reduce theObligation of an injured party to reduce the
loss flowing from a breach of contractloss flowing from a breach of contract

•• Must take steps to mitigate lossesMust take steps to mitigate losses

•• Find a new buyer or Find a new sellerFind a new buyer or Find a new seller
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•• Find a new buyer or Find a new sellerFind a new buyer or Find a new seller



RemediesRemedies -- LiquidatedLiquidated DamagesDamages

•• Bona fide estimate of the monetaryBona fide estimate of the monetary
damages that would flow from the breachdamages that would flow from the breach

•• Attempt by the parties to estimate damages in theAttempt by the parties to estimate damages in the
case of a breach e.g. depositscase of a breach e.g. deposits
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•• If unreasonable amount then penaltyIf unreasonable amount then penalty
clauseclause

•• Penalty clauses are unenforceablePenalty clauses are unenforceable
–– Like punitive damages which are not allowed for ordinaryLike punitive damages which are not allowed for ordinary

breachesbreaches



RemediesRemedies –– Specific PerformanceSpecific Performance

•• EquitableEquitable remedyremedy

–– Granted when damages would beGranted when damages would be inadequateinadequate

–– RequiresRequires the defendant to carry out thethe defendant to carry out the
agreement according to its termsagreement according to its terms
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•• Discretionary remedyDiscretionary remedy

–– Force the party to do something they agreed toForce the party to do something they agreed to
dodo

–– Must be a unique subject matterMust be a unique subject matter

•• Land, antiques, rare goodsLand, antiques, rare goods



RemediesRemedies -- InjunctionInjunction

•• Equitable remedyEquitable remedy

–– Orders the person(s) named therein to refrainOrders the person(s) named therein to refrain
from doing certain actsfrom doing certain acts

•• Prevent party from doing something they agreedPrevent party from doing something they agreed
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•• Prevent party from doing something they agreedPrevent party from doing something they agreed
not to donot to do

•• Discretionary remedyDiscretionary remedy



RemediesRemedies –– Quantum MeruitQuantum Meruit

•• Usually in situations of services or mixedUsually in situations of services or mixed
goods/servicesgoods/services

•• Remedy not based on the contract butRemedy not based on the contract but
upon quasiupon quasi--contractcontract
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upon quasiupon quasi--contractcontract

•• Available if contract has been partlyAvailable if contract has been partly
performedperformed

•• Courts concerned with compensation forCourts concerned with compensation for
the work performedthe work performed



SummarySummary

•• ContractsContracts

–– Promises enforced by the courtsPromises enforced by the courts

•• RequirementsRequirements

–– Intention, Offer, Acceptance, Consideration,Intention, Offer, Acceptance, Consideration,
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–– Intention, Offer, Acceptance, Consideration,Intention, Offer, Acceptance, Consideration,
Capacity, Legality, Requirement of WritingCapacity, Legality, Requirement of Writing

•• Free of vitiating elementsFree of vitiating elements
–– Mistake, Misrepresentation, Duress andMistake, Misrepresentation, Duress and

Undue InfluenceUndue Influence



SummarySummary

•• Terminate/Discharge a ContractTerminate/Discharge a Contract

–– Performance, Law, Frustration, Agreement, orPerformance, Law, Frustration, Agreement, or
BreachBreach

•• RemediesRemedies
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•• RemediesRemedies
•• Monetary damagesMonetary damages -- restore party to originalrestore party to original

positionposition

•• Specific PerformanceSpecific Performance -- limited situationslimited situations

•• InjunctionInjunction -- prevent someone from doingprevent someone from doing
somethingsomething

•• Quantum MeruitQuantum Meruit



Employment ContractEmployment Contract

• Introduction whereas

• Duration

• Position

• Hours of work

• Confidential

• Termination/Severance

• Notices

• Jurisdiction

• Employee Personnel
Policy• Confidential

Information

• Remuneration

• Expenses

• Leaves

Policy

• Training & Development

• Monitoring

• General

• Signatures/Date
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Chapter 20 Employment

Of service: Employer rt to direct
&manner done

For service: K with
independent contactor

Four Fold Test:
 Control
 Ownership of tools
 Risk of loss
 Chance of profit

Organization Test:
 Control: initiative &

manner
 Role in context of

biz: in/out side

Fixed term:
Subject to Statute
of Frauds

Indefinite hiring:
 Not subject to Statute of

Frauds
 Termination on proper notice

Contract of
Employment

Termination

Employer: Rt to dismiss, not
condoned, justified

Employee rt
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Right of Action

Wrongful Dismissal:
Reasonable notice
factors: nature of contract,
method of payment, position
held, length of service,
customs, age

Constructive
Dismissal:
 Unilateral

change in terms
or conditions

Misrepresentation:
 Of position
 Fundamental to

decision

 Suffered loss

Causation:
 Incompetent
 Gross negligence
 Crime/serious breach
 Disruption of corp culture

Without Cause:
 Notice
 Reasonable notice

Without notice:
 Danger
 Threat to health or life
 Serious mistreatment
 Employer breach

Vicarious
liability:
 Wn scope of

emp’t

Duty to mitigate loss Damages
 For notice period and mental distress

 Not reputation, punitive, reinstatement


